Law on non-Qatari capital to facilitate foreign investors’ market access: MoC

Qatar takes on Lebanon today

Qatar’s Sports Press Committee slams UAE ‘lies’

By Aasim Awan

The UAE’s hostile attitude towards the Arab Gulf-Jewish dialogue aimed at averting the Arab Cup was a “violation” of their human and professional rights, Qatari’s Sports Press Committee chairman, Jassim Al-Marzooqi, said.

Jassim Al-Marzooqi, the Sports Press Committee chairman, yesterday said that it had documented proof that was the “lies” of the Emiratis.

The director of the Local Organising Committee of the Asian Cup, Abdul Al-Majed, had claimed in a statement to the AFP news agency that the four tournaments were held back. “Qatar is responsible for the failure of our Asian Cup because we did not have ‘special’ visa mandate for the journalists.” Al-Marzooqi’s ‘special’ visa claim also falls short of exposing who are the members of the media delegation. Is the national Arab-Jewish Normalisation Committee, which sponsored the Asian Cup, really saying that they cannot participate in the Asian Cup because they had failed to provide their journalists with the ‘special’ mandate?

Two journalists of a six-member delegation from Qatar were denied entry to the UAE last week despite having valid accreditation from the Asian Football Federation and having their visa issued by the Emirati authorities.
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Public Prosecution website gains Mada e-access certification

The Asstute Technol- ogy and Information Systems depart- ment at the Public Prosecution in Qatar has introduced the website of the Public Prosecution on the recently approved web content accessibility standards for persons with disabilities, said Maha al-Mansouri, director of the Public Prosecution’s website.

In addition to meeting the re- quirements of the website to provide digital access to content for persons with disabilities, the department said it is working closely with functional im- pairs to involve them in the development of the website that provides digital access to content for persons with disabilities.

The certificate is awarded to websites that provide digital access to content for persons with disabilities.

In addition to meeting the requirements imposed by the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Maha al-Mansouri said that the centre continues to co-operate with various entities to increase the Public Prosecution’s website's accessibility rate, especially as it ranked fifth globally in 2019, and seek to upgrade it further in 2020.

The certificate is awarded to websites that provide digital access to content for persons with disabilities.

A Qatari website has been awarded a certificate that assesses its accessibility for persons with disabilities.

Qatar SpinPress Press Committee slams ‘lies of Emirati officials’

The SpinPress Committee, a body that covers Emirati newspapers, has appealed to the authorities to take precautions in light of the recent media campaign against the journalists, which is a violation of the public’s right to freedom of expression.

The SpinPress Committee has launched an investigation into the journalists, who were denied entry into the UAE, for covering the AFC Asian Cup.

The SpinPress Committee has asked the authorities to issue an official statement on the matter.

QC relief projects implemented in Qatar benefit 13mn people

The number of benefits of QC relief projects implemented in Qatar has reached 13mn, as found by a recent statistical report.

More than 13mn people benefited from health projects implemented in Qatar.
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QC relief projects implemented in Qatar in 2018 benefited more than 13mn people.
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Nojoom has registered a “record-breaking” 4,000 participants for the full marathon and for all the other race categories of the ‘Ooredoo Doha Marathon 2019’, slated on January 11 at the Museum of Islamic Art.

In a press conference yesterday, Ooredoo COO Yousuf Abdulla Al-Kubaisi said: “We’ve always been proud to host the Ooredoo Doha Marathon and we’re very glad to see it go from strength to strength each year.

“This year, we’re delighted to confirm it’s a record year on all fronts – we’ve got more participants than ever, more sponsors than ever, and more prizes than ever. We hope to see all the runners at the starting line on Friday, and wish them all the very best of luck in their races.”

This year, the first place winner in the male and female Open Category will receive QR45,000 each.

There will also be generous cash prizes for winners and runners-up in the marathon as well as other races.

To encourage participation in the marathon, Ooredoo has a raffle draw for its customers to win up to 125,000 Nojoom points (third prize); and Hadji Raytos, 50,000 points (second prize); and Al-Qahtani, 75,000 points (second prize); and Al-Kubaisi also joins the sponsors of this year’s ‘Ooredoo Doha Marathon 2019’.

In a press statement issued yesterday in Doha, Skyline Automotive, Hyundai’s distribution partner in Qatar, unveiled a video featuring electric vehicle wireless charging system concept and the automated valet parking system.

The system enables smoother EV charging experience with autonomous features.

When the vehicle is fully charged, it will navigate to another parking space using ANN, allowing other vehicles to charge at the same spot. When the driver calls for the vehicle, it will then autonomously return to the location of the driver.

The overall process is performed by charging management software of charging stations, while the charging system updates the charging status of the vehicle in real-time.

Hyundai also exhibited a video featuring electric vehicle wireless charging system concept and the automated valet parking system.

Hyundai Motor Group unveiled a video feature of the vehicle wireless charging system concept and the automated valet parking system (AVPS). In Qatar, Hyundai vehicles are deployed in a joint venture with Skyline Automotive, a leading Group company and official distribution partner of the Hyundai Motor Company in the country. In a press statement issued yesterday in Doha, Hyundai’s President in Qatar, Al-Khater has said the support of the Ministry reflects strong commitment to the health sector which is regarded as the pivot of social development.

He also expressed the hope that the QMED will help to create a networking platform which will mobilise the players with a wide range of opportunities, including prominent leaders in the development and provision of medical equipment, hospitals and medical laboratories.

He stressed that the developments over the past years in various sectors in Qatar, especially in the health sector, was the catalyst for holding this important event, once Qatar is one of the most advanced providers of health services in the Gulf region, and also the trend of development of the health sector, including medical equipment industry, educational and research sectors.

Hyundai Motor Group is a leading Group company and official distribution partner of the Hyundai Motor Company in the country.

The event is being organized by Sogha Exhibitions and Conferences from March 24 to 26 at the Qatar National Convention Centre, with an expected participation of over 100 local and international companies.

The Ministry of Public Health has announced its official sponsorship of the second edition of the Qatar International Medical Devices & Healthcare Exhibition and Conference (QMED 2020), to be held from March 24 to 26 at the Qatar National Convention Centre, with an expected participation of over 100 local and international companies.

The exhibition will include 10 key sections including prominent leaders in the development and provision of medical equipment, hospitals and medical laboratories.

Al-Khater has said the support of the Ministry reflects strong commitment to the health sector which is regarded as the pivot of social development.

The QMED display area is around 5,000sq m, with participation of more than 100 local and international companies and institutions, including prominent leaders in the development and provision of medical equipment, hospitals and medical laboratories.

The event, is being organised by Sogha Exhibitions and Conferences, with an expected participation of over 100 local and international companies.

Hyundai has unveiled a video featuring electric vehicle wireless charging system concept and the automated valet parking system.
Saudi woman’s asylum plea

Three dead, 300 hurt in South Africa train collision

Buhari accepts setbacks in Boko Haram fight
Democrats warn Trump against diverting funds for border wall

**Amid the ongoing government shutdown, House Democrats have warned President Donald Trump against diverting funds designated for border wall construction to other purposes.**

Democratic领袖s have expressed concern that Trump’s efforts to secure funds for a wall are thwarting efforts to end the shutdown and may lead to further negotiations breakdowns. The House of Representatives is scheduled to vote on a resolution that would dismantle the border wall funding bill proposed by the executive, and a bipartisan coalition of senators has introduced a competing bill that would restore funding to the original border wall project.

**Democratic Leader Chuck Schumer said:** “The Democrats’ offer is a fair one, and we hope the president will support it. If not, we will consider other options to end the shutdown.”

The border wall has been a contentious issue in recent years, with both Republicans and Democrats arguing over its necessity and effectiveness. The Democrats have consistently opposed the wall, arguing that it would be too expensive and ineffective, while Republicans have defended it as necessary for national security.

Trump has repeatedly promised to build a wall along the US-Mexico border, citing it as a symbol of his administration’s tough stance on immigration. The wall has faced significant opposition from both sides of the aisle, with many lawmakers expressing concerns over its cost and effectiveness.

The ongoing government shutdown has slowed progress on many fronts, and the Democrats’ warnings about diverting funds for the border wall could further complicate negotiations and lead to more gridlock. The situation remains tense, with neither side appearing willing to compromise on the issue.

---

**Florida ex-convict gets new lease on life:**

Cyntoia Brown, a woman who was convicted of murder and prison at age 16, has been granted clemency by Tennessee Governor Bill Haslam and is scheduled to be released from prison on August 7. Brown’s clemency petition was supported by a number of celebrities and politicians, including Al Sharpton and Kim Kardashian West.

Brown, who was convicted of killing a man she knew through prostitution, has spent more than a decade in prison. Her case has attracted widespread attention, with many advocating for her release on humanitarian grounds.

The governor’s decision comes amid ongoing debate about clemency and parole in Tennessee and other states. Critics have argued that the clemency process is too slow and cumbersome, while supporters have hailed it as an opportunity to correct past mistakes and give offenders a chance to rehabilitate.

---

**Border Patrol visits new immigration detention facility in Alamogordo, New Mexico:**

Border Patrol agents visited the new immigration detention facility in Alamogordo, New Mexico, leading a Congressional delegation of House members to the border tomorrow. The delegation includes House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and members of the Democratic Caucus, who are expected to tour the new facility and discuss immigration policies.

The visit comes after a series of high-profile visits to detention centers by members of Congress, who have expressed concern about the conditions in the facilities. The delegation is expected to discuss the need for more transparency and oversight of immigration detention centers.
B angladesh police yesterday began to clear tens of thousands of striking workers to the country’s garment industry to prevent a third day of devastating chaos.

Police charged protesters with tear gas and fired rubber bullets to disperse the thousands of workers competing with others for safety and employment. One worker was killed.

More than 3,400 workers were injured by police fire, which disturbed the country’s economic growth. Last year the garment industry was estimated to be worth around $30bn.

The protests were sparked by news that the world’s second-largest garment maker, Asia Textiles, was halving wages by 20%.

Asia Textiles, the country’s largest employer, is owned by the Bangladesh Garment and Textile Workers Association (BGTWA), which accounts for more than 1,130 people in 2013 in one of the world’s worst industrial disasters.

The industry also has a poor workplace safety record with around 1,500 deaths and nearly 300,000 injuries each year. It is estimated that the collapse of a Rana Plaza garment factory in 2013 killed 1,130 people.
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One dead, two missing after oil tanker blast off Hong Kong

The blast killed a 20-year-old woman and severely injured 14 children at a kindergarten in southern China. Twenty-three people were injured, including five who sustained life-threatening injuries, according to a hospital official. Another 20 children were sent to hospital with minor injuries.

Wang said the attack was carried out by a man who had been bullying students in the area. The attacker was later identified as a 25-year-old外来人 who had been living in the community for several years. He had a history of violence and had been involved in several incidents involving local children.

One of the school’s teachers said the attacker had been acting strangely in the days leading up to the attack, and had previously been seen carrying a large knife. The teacher said the attacker had been suspended from school two weeks ago for “aggressive behavior.”

Meanwhile, police have launched a wide-ranging investigation into the attack, and are appealing for witnesses to come forward. They have also called on the community to remain calm and support the investigation.

Wang added that the attack had caused a great deal of pain and suffering for the families involved, and that the government would continue to provide support and assistance to those affected.

This is the latest in a series of violent incidents to occur in China in recent years. In March 2019, a similar attack occurred in a primary school in the city of Wuhan, killing six children and injuring 20 others.

#China #education #violentincidents #safety #police #investigation #communitysupport
The government radio ads, aimed at helping the public understand the EU, have been condemned as “pathetic” by drivers parking in the event of a no-deal, according to a survey by a prominent campaigner for Brexit – terrible from the outset.

A Briton living in Germany, for instance, asks: “How will exporting to Germany and the EU affect me?”

A German living in Britain asks: “How will driving in Germany and the EU affect me?”

The adverts do not specifically mention the prospect of the UK leaving the EU on March 29, and many are written in a way that suggests the UK will remain part of the EU. This is likely to cause confusion and worry about driving in Germany and the EU on March 29.

The government should be clear about the impact of leaving the EU on March 29 on the ability of people to drive in Germany and the EU. It is essential to provide clear and accurate information to the public about the impact of leaving the EU on March 29 on the ability to drive in Germany and the EU.

Polish trade unionists were said to have had a “pathetic” response to the government’s radio ads, according to a survey by a prominent campaigner for Brexit – terrible from the outset.
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Global natural disasters 'wreak $160bn damage in 2018'

German confessions to massive data hack

Merkel leads condemnations of attack on far-right MP

Athens blanketed with unaccustomed snow
BJP leader Bhanushali shot dead

The Guwahati police headquarters on December 31 after being shot dead by unidentified assailants. Bhanushali had been a member of the Assam Congress. The police said he had been shot dead in an attack by unidentified assailants.

Venezuelan Monsanto wins legal battle

The Supreme Court has ruled that the government must immediately begin compensation to families affected by Monsanto’s technology. The court has ruled that the government must provide compensation to affected families in the country.

Legal Journalist gets bail in information case

The High Court on Thursday granted bail to a journalist who was arrested under the National Security Act. The journalist has been charged with sedition and inciting violence.

CBI director reinstated in citizenship bills case

Alok Verma was reinstated as the chief of the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) on Thursday. The Supreme Court had earlier removed him from the post.

North-east erupts in anger as citizenship bill cleared

The Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 2019 was cleared by the Lok Sabha on Thursday. The bill seeks to give citizenship to people of certain communities.

Modi attacked as top court reinstates CBI director

The Supreme Court on Thursday reinstated Alok Verma as the head of the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI). The court had earlier removed him from the post.

Govt quota bill ‘done in haste after poll losses’

The government has introduced a quota bill in the Lok Sabha, which has been opposed by political parties.

Nationwide strike

The Left parties have called for a nationwide strike on January 8 to protest against the government’s policies.

 Vedanta loses legal battle

Vedanta Resources, a UK-based metals and minerals company, has lost a legal battle in India. The company was ordered to pay compensation to affected communities.

People filmmaker Rakesh Roshan diagnosed with lung cancer

Rakesh Roshan, the director of the popular film series “Dhoom,” has been diagnosed with lung cancer. He has continued to work on his new film despite the diagnosis.

Five persons of the same family found dead in Surajpur, Madhya Pradesh

Five persons of the same family were found dead in Surajpur, Madhya Pradesh. The police said they were found with injuries.
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**US imposes sanctions on Venezuela insiders over currency scheme**

**Guatemala to shut down UN anti-corruption body early**

**Gang attacks challenge Bolsonaro’s security strategy**

---

**Cuban Bay of Pigs victory commander dies at 95**

Jose Herminio Mora y Abreu, the man who commanded Cuban forces under the leadership of Fidel Castro, who led a small, but well-equipped invasion supported by the United States, died at 95 on Sunday in Havana. The Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba, sponsored by the United States and led by Fidel Castro, was an attempt to overthrow the Cuban government of Fidel Castro. The invasion was supported by the United States and resulted in a defeat for Cuba. The invasion was led by a small, but well-equipped force of Cuban soldiers, including Mora y Abreu, who commanded the Cuban forces. The invasion was supported by the United States and resulted in a defeat for Cuba. The invasion was led by a small, but well-equipped force of Cuban soldiers, including Mora y Abreu, who commanded the Cuban forces.

**Mexico detains suspects in resort town shooting**

Mexican authorities have detained several people as part of a military-assisted crackdown on organized crime. The crackdown was launched in response to a series of violent attacks on tourism infrastructure in the country. The authorities have been targeting organized crime groups, including the Jalisco New Generation Cartel, which has been responsible for a number of high-profile attacks on tourist facilities in recent years. The authorities have been targeting organized crime groups, including the Jalisco New Generation Cartel, which has been responsible for a number of high-profile attacks on tourist facilities in recent years.

**Brazil defense minister says sees no reason for US base**

Brazil’s defense minister says there is “no reason” to station US troops in Brazil as part of a military alliance. The defense minister’s statement comes amid growing tensions between the United States and Brazil over the former’s decision to manos al revés. The defense minister’s statement comes amid growing tensions between the United States and Brazil over the former’s decision to manos al revés.

**Peru attorney general to quit over Odebrecht probe**

Peru’s attorney general has resigned in protest over the government’s decision to halt an investigation into the Brazilian construction company Odebrecht. The attorney general was overseeing the investigation into Odebrecht, which is suspected of paying bribes to officials in Peru and Brazil. The attorney general was overseeing the investigation into Odebrecht, which is suspected of paying bribes to officials in Peru and Brazil.

**Prehistoric deer fossil found in Argentina**

A team of scientists has discovered a 40 million-year-old fossil of a deer in Argentina. The fossil was found in the middle of a forest in the Patagonia region of Argentina. The fossil was found in the middle of a forest in the Patagonia region of Argentina.

---

**Secret ‘hose’ found at Mexico refinery**

A team of forensic experts has discovered a series of underground tunnels that were used by drug traffickers to transport illicit drugs. The tunnels were discovered at a refinery in Mexico City. The tunnels were discovered at a refinery in Mexico City.

**Gang attacks challenge Bolsonaro’s security strategy**

The attacks, which prompted Brazil’s new Justice Minister Sergio Moro to dispatch 400 federal police officers to Salvador, reflect a new threat to public security in Brazil. The attacks, which prompted Brazil’s new Justice Minister Sergio Moro to dispatch 400 federal police officers to Salvador, reflect a new threat to public security in Brazil.

---

**US imposes sanctions on Venezuela insiders over currency scheme**

The US Treasury Department has imposed sanctions on seven individuals involved in the Venezuelan government’s efforts to undermine the US embargo against Venezuela. The US Treasury Department has imposed sanctions on seven individuals involved in the Venezuelan government’s efforts to undermine the US embargo against Venezuela.

**Guatemala to shut down UN anti-corruption body early**

Guatemala has announced plans to dissolve its anti-corruption body, the CICIG, which was established with the help of the United States. Guatemala has announced plans to dissolve its anti-corruption body, the CICIG, which was established with the help of the United States.

**Gang attacks challenge Bolsonaro’s security strategy**

The attacks, which prompted Brazil’s new Justice Minister Sergio Moro to dispatch 400 federal police officers to Salvador, reflect a new threat to public security in Brazil. The attacks, which prompted Brazil’s new Justice Minister Sergio Moro to dispatch 400 federal police officers to Salvador, reflect a new threat to public security in Brazil.
Tenure of military courts to be extended

The federal government is expected to soon table a bill in the National Assembly to extend the tenure of military courts to be continued for a period of two years. The extension of tenure was last extended in 2018.

The government has decided to extend the tenure of military courts which were first established in 1974. The tenure of military courts expired on January 6.

The sources said some notices have already been sent to military courts which are expected to be served before the end of the current term. Some notices have also been issued to military courts which have not served notices before the end of the current term.

The government requires a two-thirds majority in both houses of the parliament to extend the tenure of military courts. The government has finalised a new set of instructions regarding security.

The officials said the new instructions regarding security will be extended in the offices of military courts. The officials said that the new instructions regarding security will be extended in the offices of military courts to ensure security for judges and lawyers.
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Security alert ahead of annual procession

By Glee Jalea

Thousands of security troopers were deployed in the capital yesterday to ensure that the annual procession of the Black Nazarene tomorrow will go off without a hitch.

The Black Nazarene was displayed in public for the first time in aSIMPLE, medical teams and other personnel to work with the police. A total of 7,200 personnel will be deployed for the annual procession, which will converge in Quiapo, Manila, yesterday.

Minority Leader Rolando Andaya Jr. has threatened to sue Dioino if the budget does not provide for government salaries.

Andaya threatens to sue Dioino if budget not released for gov’t salary hike

By Eireene Jairee Gomez

MARKET Leader Rolando Andaya Jr. has threatened to sue Budget Secretary Benjamin Diokno if the Department of Budget and Management (DBM) fails to implement a salary increase for government workers by next week.

“Let’s see if he wants to be face to face with me,” Andaya said in a phone interview. “If he wants to face me, let him face me. What I’m saying is that if next week he’s not going to implement the salary increase, I will sue him.”

Andaya, a former budget secretary, said the DBM has been using “smoke tactics” in delaying the approval of the proposed 2019 budget, a move that would affect the release of funds for the annual procession of the Black Nazarene and other government programs.

“Why is he making such a big issue of the Black Nazarene? The reason is, there is no salary increase,” Andaya said.
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After a rough 2018, headwinds are rising for the Chinese economy as authorities try to ward off a deepening of the trade war with the US. China’s refineries are facing tougher contracts as companies seek to shore up inventories and external demand is clouded by mounting uncertainty.

To cushion the blow, PBOC, China’s central bank, has announced another cut to the amount of cash lenders must hold as reserves in a move to release as much as Rmb1.5tn ($173bn) of liquidity and offset a funding squeeze ahead of the Chinese New Year. China is, in a key driver of global growth. The world’s second-largest economy’s $34tn of public and private debt, however, has for a growing concern across the world. China’s leading economic indicators may have accumulated 40tn yuan ($5.8tn) of off-balance sheet debt, or even more, suggesting further defaults are in store, S&P Global Ratings said in October. China is one of the countries most at risk of facing a banking crisis, the Bank for International Settlements said in a June report. While China has not published any official data on the size of its outstanding debt, analysts have estimated it at between 2019% and 28% gross domestic product at the end of 2017. Bloomberg calculated that China’s total debt has been household debt, expanding by an average of 19% a year over the last five years. At $6.7tn, and a record 50% of GDP, private debt is now comparable to that of the US, according to the International Monetary Fund.

There are now signs of fundamental changes at the highest levels of government. After decades of focus on hitting growth targets delivered breakneck expansions accompanied by fedded debt and water, a shift towards more balanced development for the economy is conspicuous. The focus is on greater environmental protection as well as quality over quantity. To degenerate, China’s $34tn dollar mountains is an explosive threat to the global economy. Or maybe, it’s just a manageable by-product of the boom that created the world’s biggest-economy. Either way, China’s huge economy is gearing up to worry the country off its debt-driven without intensifying an economic slowdown, but in the country, across the world. Economists are of the view Beijing will become increasingly aggressive in rolling out stimulus measures, including tax cuts and increased fiscal spending, as growth slows. But moves such as displacing the property market in Tier-1 and 2 cities will only be introduced in the second quarter or later.

China must have learned the practical lesson that a more-equitable prosperity is the surest path to sustainable growth and may give the market a decisive role in shaping the country’s future, the world’s biggest oil, and second biggest liquidated natural gas, buyer. China’s $34tn debt pile has for long been a growing concern across the world. A key driver of China’s economic growth since late 2008. Driven by low interest rates, a major catalyst of China’s credit expansion has been household debt, expanding by an average of 19% a year over the last five years. At $6.7tn, and a record 50% of GDP, private debt is now comparable to that of the US, according to the International Monetary Fund.

There are now signs of fundamental changes at the highest levels of government. After decades of focus on hitting growth targets delivered breakneck expansions accompanied by fedded debt and water, a shift towards more balanced development for the economy is conspicuous. The focus is on greater environmental protection as well as quality over quantity. To degenerate, China’s $34tn dollar mountains is an explosive threat to the global economy. Or maybe, it’s just a manageable by-product of the boom that created the world’s biggest-economy. Either way, China’s huge economy is gearing up to worry the country off its debt-driven without intensifying an economic slowdown, but in the country, across the world. Economists are of the view Beijing will become increasingly aggressive in rolling out stimulus measures, including tax cuts and increased fiscal spending, as growth slows. But moves such as displacing the property market in Tier-1 and 2 cities will only be introduced in the second quarter or later.

China must have learned the practical lesson that a more-equitable prosperity is the surest path to sustainable growth and may give the market a decisive role in shaping the country’s future, the world’s biggest oil, and second biggest liquidated natural gas, buyer.
A study links green tea with diabetes risk

Researchers from China’s Fujian Medical University, the United States and other research institutions reported that mice fed with green tea showed a 50% reduction in their risk for diabetes. Another study, published in the journal of Endocrinology, showed that green tea can help control blood sugar levels in diabetes patients.

The researchers conducted experiments on mice to observe the effects of green tea on blood sugar levels. They found that mice fed with green tea had significantly lower blood sugar levels than those in the control group. The study also showed that green tea can improve insulin sensitivity and reduce inflammation in the body, which are important factors in managing diabetes.

Green tea contains polyphenols, which are antioxidants that can help prevent cell damage and inflammation. These compounds may play a role in reducing the risk of developing diabetes.

In conclusion, green tea has been shown to have potential benefits for people with diabetes. However, more research is needed to fully understand the mechanisms behind these effects and to determine the optimal dosage and form of green tea for diabetes management.
Sheikha Hind meets officials of QF partner universities in Washington, DC

QF Vice Chairperson and CEO HE Sheikha Hind bint Hamad al-Thani yesterday met with senior officials from the home campuses of QF’s international partner universities, in Washington, DC.

The President of the US Congress, US Speaker of the House, and the President of the Senate of the US Congress, along with US senators and members of Congress, also met with QF officials.

“Through our hand-picked education offerings, we provide the next generation of leaders in the world to come across specific key disciplines – including medicine, engineering, business, media, national affairs, computer science, and fashion and design management – in a single location, and as a safe haven for young people to make their potential real, and in their careers and their lives, and become global citizens who are ready to meet the challenges of the future,” she said.

“QF is proud to present a unique learning environment that enables these young people to make their potential real, and in their careers and their lives, and become global citizens who are ready to meet the challenges of the future,” she said.

“At QF, we want to see the differences in our students, how they are impacted, and how they are able to use these opportunities to make a difference in their own way,” she said.
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“I am very happy that we collaborate with our partners and that we are able to support the development of the region’s fashion industry. It is a dream come true and we are so overjoyed to be part of this exciting initiative,” she said.
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“Our Karwa taxi app may also be used to avoid water wastage in the implementation of high-efficiency issues and sustainable factors with built-in technology upgrades, test run, and back seats, said Khalid Kafoud, government relations and media manager at Mowasalat.

“Adopting GSAS-D&B in our operations in our Mowasalat enables us to deliver green strategies as this is our way to give back to the community” added Kafoud.
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